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Chapter 5.
Olga Kalacheva, Looking for the Common and the Public in a Town

We live in the cities.
The cities live in us…
Time passes. We change…
Everything changes. And fast.

Images above all.

Wim Wenders1

Introduction

In 1980s a well-known German producer Wim Wenders made two documentary films, the subjects of
which was connected with Tokyo. Having recently watched these films again, I came to the conlusion
that the goal of this film director was largely similar to that of our present project. The first film,
“Tokyo-Ga” is dedicated to the Japanese director Yasujiro Ozu (1903-1963) who made 54 films with
detailed observations on the world of everyday life in Japan: 54 films as 54 sentences in a simple story
“about the same people in the same city.”2 Wenders comes to this city of his cult-figure to find, in
Tokyo of the 1980s, subjects and ideas worthy of Ozu films, where everybody could see a story of
oneself and one’s own life. His camera captures transportation thoroughfares, trains, skyscrapers,
famous Tokyo underground; café windows, decorated with wax food; a cemetery, where groups of
people walk, eat, drink, and enjoy themselves under blossoming cherry-trees; Pachinko-playing
machines that became popular in post-war Japan; a stadium, where hundreds of Tokyo citizens polish
their golf skills… One could say that the film consists of relatively independent images, yet all of them
together compose a unified mosaic of life in a contemporary city. Bruno Latour, reflecting upon his
invisible Paris, observes that it is not easy to see this phenomenon; the city never appears as an image,
yet it becomes visible in that which is transformed and transported from one image to another, from one
point of view or perspective to the other one. Therefore, there has to be a trace that links these images,
and a track that makes it possible for us to come and go, to follow the trace (Latour and Hermant 1998).
Wenders, apart from the achieving the main goal of his film, obviously found this line, when he
captured “the common” that unifies the city.

The basic questions we discuss in our research are very similar: “What consolidates different parts of a
town into a single body? What can serve as a solid foundation for coordination of interactions among
people?” Apart from formal characteristics such as the number of inhabitants, there are other factors
that should to be taken into account: employment, urban infrastructure, living conditions, life styles,
ways of representation, etc. Most of these parameters seem to be connected with material reality, i.e.
with tangible objects and things.3 Therefore, the project “Self-Governing Associations in Northwestern
Russia: Common Things as the Foundation for Res Publica” got inspiration from the idea that things
can be considered as active factors that contribute to and coordinate human actions.

Our project is based on the notions elaborated in the recent decades within the framework of actor-
network theory, as well sociology of action. We intended to describe the reality studied as an active
network consisting of old and new actants; or as “black-boxes” functioning like a single mechanism,

1 Wim Wenders with Yohji Yamamoto. Notebook on cities and clothes. Germany, 1989.
2 Tokio-Ga, director Wim Wenders. Germany, 1985.
3 I use the word “thing” in a broad sense, not limited by references to material phenomena.
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which sometimes shows its structure through defects in the system caused by technical breakdowns; as
something arranged around common things, which can be treated as a basis for republican practices.4

That is why an initial part in our study of the town of Cherepovets was triggered off by a general
interest to the results of contemporary reforms in housing and communal services.

However, the picture of urban life would never become complete, had we based our conclusions
exclusively upon the opinions of local politicians, officials, engineers of housing and communal
services, etc. We therefore decided to focus part of our research (now presented in this chapter) on the
micro-level, in order to evlauate how everyday life in Cherepovets is changing.

Indeed, an indispensable component of urban networks are ordinary citizens. It is pretty clear that they
live in this town. But how does the town live in them? Perhaps, they make use of all achievements of
modern urban life. Or do they just nonchalantly walk past the material world they had created? Do they
have to adjust their actions and lives to the new conditions brought about by infrastructural reforms? As
far as the objects that surround people are concerned, everything matters here: their size, their origin,
their complexity, etc. If we treat a town as a single network that unifies people and things – a network,
which continuously reminds of its own existence, which maintains and expands itself - then what
elements were and are important for this network? If, according to Latour, an emergence of a
significant new node is always tied up with essential changes of the network – consisting of elements of
such diverse kind that it is better to call them the way he does does, “actants” - then what are those
events, names, and things that left their trace in the history of the city of Cherepovets? Can we find
among them obligatory point of passage, which make it impossible to return to the previous condition?
Following such turning points or key elements in the city history, could we enumerate things that are of
great symbolical significance for the whole town? And if we look at more mundane things, could we
still find significant ones nevertheless, because they help overcome a typical post-Soviet disintegration
of people, as well as the gap between the official life of leaders and managers and the non-official life
of ordinary people?

Before presenting our answers to these questions, we should make a number of comments on research
design and empirical data. When a director is making a film, he or she needs a camera to capture
impressions and images – those that are seen as the most important and demonstrative. In our research
we used classical methods of participant observation, interviews (problem-oriented and expert), and
analysis of documents. The empirical basis of the present paper consists of 28 interviews taken mostly
in September-December, 2005 with people living in Cherepovets. The interviews were done with men
and women of different ages, professions, trades and family situation (supplement 1, table 1, contains
information on the interviews quoted in the text). While drafting an interview guide, we took into
account our preliminary knowledge on Cherepovets. First, the town is well-known as a seat of
Severstal’, the largest steel company in northwestern Russia. We were thus interested in the role of
Severstal’ for the internal image of the town (among rank and file town inhabitants), as well as for its
external image, as it is perceived by regional and national audiences in Russia. Second, pilot interviews
conducted by Olga Bychkova and Evgeniia Popova showed that some technological innovations in
town life had emerged, their goal being a more cohesive and comfortable town. These were the
database of land possessions and engineering networks (in Russian, kadastr inzhenernykh setei, KIS), a
unified dispatcher service (in Russian, edinaia dispetcherskaia sluzhba, EDS), and a unified payment
bill (in Russian, edinaia kvitantsiia, EK). Consequently, in our interviews we asked specific questions
on the attitude to these new things, which the city managers had already indicated as particularly

4 See introduction to the present edition by Oleg Kharkhordin.
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significant for city life. Third, we considered necessary to grant our informants a possibility of free
narration, which would help understand the role of the town in their lives. A non-structured part of the
interview was supposed to reveal things and ideas that unite the inhabitants of Cherepovets at a non-
official level, and may be missing in the official process of creating the image of the town. Apart from
the interviews, we also used materials published in 2005-2006 by the two main local newspapers, Rech’
(meaning “Speech” in Russian) and Golos Cherepovtsa (Russian for “The Voice of Cherepovets”).
Also useful were  books on the history of Cherepovets, official documents, and –lst but not least -
autobiographies of Severstal’ workers and engineers, collected by the Museum of Labor Glory of the
company.5

History of the town as  biography of a network

Life career of a network of any town or city is too complex for an exhaustive description. Our task was
to present the succession of its key moments so as to understand which events, ideas, and things were
significant in the history of the town. In other words, the following concise historical excursus should
help us understand, which elements compose the unalienable part of town life, including those that
came there earlier and those that were added later.

The first important event in the history of Cherepovets is connected with the foundat ion o f t he
mo nast ery, which may be considered the starting point in the formation of a town network. Already
in the tenth century AD there were settlements on the present-day territory of Cherepovets. Emergence
of the historical name “Cherepoves’” is usually attributed to the end of the eleventh – early twelvth
centuries. A more dynamic development of original settlements started in the second half of the
fourteenth century, linked with the foundation in 1362 of the Resurrection monastery by the venerable
Theodosius and Athanasius. In 1764 the monastery was closed by the order of Catherine II, while the
monastery church became a center of the parish, to be rebuilt into the Resurrection cathedral. This
cathedral is considered the earliest monument of stone architecture in town, dating back to 1765.

The second important event was grant ing o f the status of town to the settlement in 1777. The text
of the edict of the Empress Catherine the Great was carved in stone next to the mayor’s office at the
beginning of 1990s: ““I hereby all-graciously command that a town with the name of Cherepovets be
established in the Novgorod land… at the estuary of Suda river that flows into Sheksna, for the benefit
of water communication.”

This edict was an important stage, but – to play on Latour’s categories – it established a point of
obligatory passage rather than an obligatory point of passage, because there was no internal
development of the town network so far. The town network itself was attached to a larger one, as the
edict saud in so many words: the township was created “for the benefit of water communication” in the
region. However, 1777 did produce a strong influence upon the succeeding course of events. In 1797 a
test for non-reversibility of the changes took place: following the edict of Emperor Paul I “On the new
division of the state into provinces,” the town governor received an order to abolish the town magistrate
and to downgrade the town into a lower status of a trading quarter (Russ. posad). To preserve trade in
town, the townspeople had to establish a town hall in it, on the condition that Cherepovets merchants
and burghers (meshchane) agree to financially maintain it themselves. Otherwise, people from these
estates were expected to leave Cherepovets and to get ascribed to burghers or merchants of other towns.

5 Autobiographies were collected during a project to commemorate the 50th anniversary of the railway shop, the oldest
at the enterprise. We are grateful to the director of Severstal’ Museum Tatiana Ananenko for her extremely helpful
cooperation and kind attitude.
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Having received that piece of news, all 86 merchants and 289 burghers of Cherepovets unanimously
declared that they wanted to stay in the trading quarter called Cherepovets, “with their houses, trades,
and crafts,” and to maintain the town hall with their own money. In accordance with this, Cherepovets
town hall was opened on February 21, 1797. For several years merchants and burghers of Cherepovets
voluntarily maintained the town hall and did not allow to abolish trades and crafts that composed the
economic foundation of any settlement of that sort at the time. After five years, in 1802, the tzar’s
Senate issued a decree “On restoring the status of towns that lost their statuses as administrative centers
in various provinces,” which included Cherepovets as well (Naumova 1999). In 1811 the coat of arms
of the district town of Cherepovets was approved. Since that time Cherepovets has been enjoying full
rights of a town.

The next important stage in the town’s life and development that we singled out took place under the
aegis of Ivan Andreevich Miliutin. Miliutin was a public figure who commanded vast respect and trust
of his townsmen, which is testified by the fact that he was reelected a number of times for a position of
the town head. Altogether he occupied it for 46 years, between 1861 and 1907. He also was a talented
entrepreneur, financier and successful ship-owner. In order to understand how much Cherepovets
changed in the course of those years, one can just list the results of his activity: in 1860 the first
passenger steamship route was set up from Cherepovets to Rybinsk and then to upstream Sheksna; in
1864 Miliutin launched tugboat navigation along Sheksna, which later expanded to Volga and all of the
Mariinskaia water system (Kratkii ocherk 1996, 105-8). It was also to Miliutin’s credit that the railway
and the harbor were constructed here. A large number of educational institutions, as well as the sizable
ratio of students to the total number of the town inhabitants (1:5) allowed contemporaries to call
Cherepovets of Miliutin time “Russian Oxford,” “Northern Athens,” or “an American town” (Rimmer
and Borodulin 2003, 138-41).

Under Miliutin’s rule the town income grew almost tenfold. Construction was developing fast as well:
between 1861 and 1908 the number of houses grew from 280 to 1080. Over the same period of time the
population of the town grew by four times and reached 10,000 people (Kratkii ocherk 1996, 119, 117).

In 1907 Miliutin, the head and the strategist of the town passed away, and a very radiant and dynamic
period in the history of Cherepovets was over. Together with the whole country, this small quiet town
on the banks of two northern rivers, with carved windows and terraces of wooden houses, green
gardens and orchards, cobble-stone road-ways and wooden planking of pavements, survived the
October revolution, having lost churches and old street names. However, if one looks at the present-day
map of the town, one discovers a number of memorial places associated with Miliutin’s name, and not
only the old ones, but the recent ones as well. The Salt Gardens, the town park laid out by Miliutin, is
the people’s most favorite place for recreation; Miliutin’s house was being restored during the time of
our interviews, and a monument to him was erected in 2005. But what is probably even more important,
Miliutin is not an abstract bookish character – people indeed know his name and his major
achievements.

The fourth stage and the second point of obligatory passage in the life of the town are connected with
the construct ion and launching o f the metal works. The network of elements that was
Cherepovets and its resources were again attached to a larger network. Thus, the name of the town is
now frequently associated with the joint stock company “Severstal’”, which exports its steel products to
more than 50 countries of the world. By and large, the construction of the metal works has irreversibly
changed the image of Cherepovets.
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Already in 1940 state documents mention the town as a prospective center of the new steel production;
the first administrative board of Cherepovets steel works is created at the same time (Chelnokov 1992,
35). The town was supposed to become a core of the “large-scale steel production of Leningrad.” The
scheme proposed by academicians E. A. Fersman and I. P. Bardin was adopted as the basis for the
project development. According to this scheme, it was to be the first steel works in Russia to operate on
the so-called “non-saturated” ore with lower coefficient of iron; it was planned to build this works on
the crossroads of routes that would be used to bring together coal, ore and fuel. The same routes
ensured good access to consumer bases. During WWII construction works were halted and resumed
already after the war; on December 30, 1947 the corresponding resolution was signed.(Chelnokov
1992, 51).

Starting with the late 1940s, when construction of the steel works was relaunched, the new, industrial
era in the history of the town began. Cherepovets started growing particularly fast, new jobs were set
up, offering various possibilities for employment. Already at the end the decade large numbers of new
people arrived. These were workers and engineers; some were fresh graduates from various
universities, others volunteered for ideological reasons and applied through their Komsomol or
Communist party committees. Many were attracted by the idea of a very important construction that
could guarantee good material incentives (good wages, residential opportunities, including personal
apartments, etc.). The first blast-furnace of the steel works was put into operation in 1955. This year is
considered to be the birthday of the works. Furnaces and different plant shops were opening one after
another, the process of production was constantly improved. In 1986 Severianka (“The Northerner”),
the biggest blast-furnace in the world at the time, started functioning – something that the citizens of
Cherepovets take particular pride in.

Cherepovets was no longer an ordinary provincial town with green spaces, wooden pavements, one-
storied houses and small orchards in front of them – it was turning into an industrial town. The metal
works was established and developed as a center of an integrated activity. This industrial giant was
conceived as a first step in a construction in town of a series of works and plants for various industries.
One by one, they started producing goods: steel at the Cherepovets steel-rolling mill (1965); chemical
products at “Ammofos” (1974) and “Azot” chemical plants, finished metal goods at the Cherepovets
Plant of Metal Constructions, etc. Although many new workers did not stay long, until the 1980s it was
the inflow of migrant workers that provided for the increase in the total number of the town inhabitants.
The peaks of migrant activity coincided with the first output at each new plant. For instance, in 1955,
when the steel works was launched and started producing its first cast iron, over 15,000 migrant
workers came to Cherepovets. In 1974, with the launching of Mill-2000 at the steel works and,
simultaneously, of the chemical factory “Ammofos,” 18,000 workers arrived. And finally in 1985, just
prior to the launching of Severianka blast-furnace, another 18,000 came (Strategiia razvitiia 2003). On
the whole, between the moment when the construction of the works started till the present day, the
population of Cherepovets increased nearly tenfold: in 1948 the town population made up 35.395
people, whereas 55 years later, in 2003, it totaled 322.000.

The next stage in the life of the town started at the end of the 80s – early 90s, when the more or less
balanced mechanisms of centrally planned town life started to fail. Even on the eve of perestroika one
could see aggravating problems. As a result of unrealistic production plans imposed by the Ministry of
Ferrous Metallurgy and State Planning Committee of the USSR the enterprise accumulated huge
production debts ( helnokov 2004, 115). During perestroika things went even worse. First, it was
precisely at that time that the consequences of excessive concentration of industrial enterprises and their
intensive activity manifested themselves in the form of ecological catastrophes and noticeable
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deterioration of the town environment (more on this further in the text). Second, the worsening of the
ecenomic conditions in the country at that time precipitated mass closure of industrial enterprises.

As soon as the legal foundation for reorganization of the Cherepovets Metal Works into a joint-stock
company was created (Decree of the President of Russia, Oct. 7, 1992), the labor collective took the
decision to privatize the enterprise. On September 27, 1993, the enterprise received new constitutive
documents and the new name: Joint-stock company “Severstal’”. The first director of the “Museum of
Labor Glory” at Severstal’ and a chronicler of the steel works, describes the situation after privatization
in 1993 in the following way: “It turned out that metal was virtually not needed by anybody: new
construction w s frozen, the plants were standing idle… Power plants raised the prices, and so did coal
producers and transportation enterprises. Everybody is indebted to everybody. Almost nobody has cash.
Relations on the basis of barter and promissory notes are flourishing, as well as mutual settling of
accounts. Since 1990 production receded by a half, the debt of metal consumers is growing”
(Chelnokov 2004, 118). One can imagine what this meant for the town population: almost in every
Cherepovets family there was somebody who worked at Severstal’ and was not getting salary for
months.

Difficulties of the backbone enterprise of the city life signified that the key actor, which for over 40
years had been determining and maintaining the development of  town network, could not effectively
fulfill its functions any longer. In particular, it could no longer provide payments for worker housing,
maintenance of bus and streetcar lines, support a local airport.

In 1992 the town started receiving into municipal ownership new housing and assets that heretofore
belonged to local insutrial enterprises. At the start of this municipalization process the town had
roughly 500,000 m2 of lodging, and over the next five years the municipal fund grew 10 times over. But
the budget for its support remained the same. The steel plant and other enterprises could not offer any
substantial help. The question of external financing was raised, the city looked for funding in diverse
places, and finally the World Bank gave a loan of 32 million dollars. It was decided to spend the money
on technical modernization, which would allow saving on maintenance and repairs in the future. The
money received allowed to reconstruct over half of lodging in municipal possession (Zhibort 2004).

It should be emphasized that the money given by the World Bank and the implementation of the
modernization plan was supposed to patch the town network and ameliorate the faltering town
management. Partially this money played the role of an active agent of change. For example, not only
housing upgrades were undertaken, but other attending innovations emerged: one could point to the
above mentioned cases of KIS, EDS and EK. For the city managers these innovations reflect the new
condition of town. However, as our analysis will show, these innovations can hardly be regarded as
“common things” for the town, at least, they have not become such yet. This may be the reason that
prohibits from making a conclusion that since the mid-90s, in the post-perestroika period of its
development, Cherepovets found its obligatory point of passage, which brought it into such a position
that makes reverse movement impossible.

Let us now look closer at things, in which and by which the town lives – those that seem to play a very
important role, those that are already-not-there but are remembered, and those that are not-yet-there, but
still may leave their trace in the history of this town.

Things, in which the town lives
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1. Things that are already-not-there: the case of Cherepovets Metal Works

During the Soviet time the attitude to what was Cherepovets Metal Works and what now became
Severstal’, both on the part of industrial “insiders,” i.e. those who were employed there, and ordinary
citizens, stayed unchanged. From the very start of the works’ construction and operation, all those who
were part of the process were proud of “being with it,” for their work at the enterprise made them
important and helped earn prestige in the community both for themselves and for their professions.

“Yes, it was prestigious to work at the steel works. It was also a great honor. This was
quite obvious in the 1960s-80s. I was with the chemical factory and I could feel the
difference. This is quite understandable. Was it possible for a town of steel workers to
feel anything less than pride about the metal workers living in town?” (Resp. 4. F.,
b. 1935)6

“The main thing was that we were pushed forward by the feeling of responsibility. [We
did our best] not to cause any interruption in the construction [of the steel works in
1955]. We had to do all we could, including the impossible… The behavior pattern was
such that we never counted the hours and worked as long as it was necessary… [I
remember cases] when I would come home after a fourteen-sixteen hour working day,
hardly able to walk, and saw a rescue-team car waiting to take me back to work. So I
would warn the family that I should go back to work, and back to work I went… then,
this very type of construction process brought about a desire, a feeling of being a part of
a great cause, an important common cause, a feeling of one’s importance. I remember
that feeling well. We thought we were metal workers though we were actually
employed in the transportation system. That feeling made us different from everybody
else in the town. The whole works was looking forward to starting production, and so
were we. We had proper education and training, competence and all. And we were filled
with great ambitions” (Arch_1. ., b. 1938)

This feeling of participation in a great common cause, important for the entire Soviet Union, explains
the high respect for one’s job. All biographies of veteran workers that we looked through in Severstal’
“Museum of Labor Glory” invariably mentioned how crucial it was for people to be involved in the
construction of the steel works, to understand the functioning of the whole works in general and its
individual shops, in particular. People had to know the names and discuss reputations of the shop
leaders and common employees, etc. Biographies also stress the fact that people strove to improve their
professional skills in their free time.

“Before we were transferred to work as controllers to the shop, we first went through all
the stages, so as to know the specificity, to know the route development, the whole of
the work, the whole department. I know all shops, where every dead end is situated, all
the shop heads; who was where, who worked where and when… At that time there was
no time to look things up in a book, one had to know everything by heart. To become a
senior controller, one had to go through all the stages. I wanted this myself, too”
(Arch_3. F.)

6 In citations from interviews we tried to preserve original style and peculiarities of the informants’ speech. A list of
respondents is in the end of this chapter. Citations marked by “Arch” come from the archive of  autobiographies at the
Museum of Labor Glory of Severstal’. Data on sex, year of birth, and education is stated, where available.
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“…It was in the late 1950s when our work traditions were established. I used to go and
see all the new shops that were started up. Our main principle was to learn the basic
technology of each department because without that you were only a chief, but not a
transport specialist. One cannot direct a process adequately without knowing the details
of all operations. You need not really know how to produce cast iron, but you must
know what may happen if you do not collect the output in time. I think I was
responsible for introducing this principle to the transportation system at the works in
those days”(Arch_4. M. )

Of course, an image of the steel works as a cohesive entity tied by intense cooperation was encouraged
by the powers that be and by the whole collectivist frame of mind, typical of the Soviet era. But this
formal image was accompanied by an informal one, that existed among workers in the plant shops, and
both were supported by the existence of various circles and societies at the works, such as amateur
theater, choirs, sports clubs and teams, etc. This contributed to cohesion of labor force at the plant. But
the plant also contributed to the cohesion of townsfolk. The Works supplied funds for residential
lodging, recreational facilities, nursery schools for the workers’ children, as well as – until the mid-90s
– for the heating and transportation networks. Thus, the workers in steel production retained their
identity of being the town backbone even when working at Severstal’ stopped being exceptionally
lucrative. It was townsfolk not employed by Severstal’, which abandoned the myth of the enterprise as
a common town project. But people at the plant eventually followed suit. The change of perception was
precipitated by one simple event: privatization.

Major changes in working atmosphere, that is, workforce orientations and attitude to work, took place
when the state enterprise, Cherepovets Metal Works was reorganized in 1993 to become a joint stock
company Severstal’. Officially, transformation was quick and smooth (for an official version, see
Chelnokov 2004), whereas at an informal level reorganization is still being discussed. Topics that still
bother the respondents are, for example, how the shares were distributed, how the workers were
compelled to sell them, etc.

“There were some meetings… Shares were given to everybody who worked, just so,
totally for free. The bosses were allowed to buy some of those shares for their own
money. And shop foremen were getting money so that they could buy [the shares]...
And then they stopped paying salary, or, in other words, created such conditions that
people had to sell their shares. Well, probably all this was well conceived, and
everybody understood this. What could we [do]…? We sold all 300 shares, bought a TV
set, a VCR, put the rest of the money into a bank, and then this default came about.
Well, hadn’t it happened, everything could as well be normal. Like now they distributed
additional shares, about five years ago, and now we value them” (Resp. 12. M., 1955)

“It was probably after all those tricks with the shares, while the wages were not paid,
after the conflicts with the independent trade unions – it was after all this that the
attitude changed. No more emotions or involvement. Only pragmatic approach…
economic policy and calculation” (Resp. 5. F., b.~1957)

“Severstal’” remains one of the most successful steel companies on the Russian market; in the recent
years its taxes constituted the major part of the town and the regional budgets (80% and 67%
respectively) (Chelnokov 2004, 187). It also gained an important position on the world market by
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purchasing steel plants in Italy and the USA. In 2006 the company attempted a merger with Arcelor, the
biggest steel producer in Europe, but lost the bid to Mittal Steel. Such successes brought changes in the
city development strategy. Even in 2003 three scenarios, part of the new strategic plan, were offered for
discussion in the city parliament and the mayor’s office. Their titles were “Evolutionary development,”
“Provincial capital,” “A town of leaders.” Expert preference was given to the third scenario, worked out
in detail on 242 pages. This plan aims at forming such a town community that it would help all leaders
– in business, social, political or cultural life – realize their hopes and ambitions. It assumes that
economic burdens for supporting this development will be shared between by the town administration
and businesses. In order to favor these businesses, the town administration will create good conditions
for business development, such as adopting policies on attracting qualified workforce to Cherepovets,
developing social welfare for all inhabitants working at industrial enterprises, etc. (Strategiia razvitiia
2003)

The slogan “Cherepovets – a town of leaders” is being actively propagated at various public events in
town, e.g. during the annual celebrations of the Day of the city of Cherepovets. But this propagation
stands in marked contrast with the fact that in the minds of townsfolk and workers, Severstal’ lost its
high prestige and does command the same allegiance as it did before. The following story will illustrate
his this. In 2005 a new Russian national holiday, The Day of National Unity, was introduced to replace
the former Day of the 1917 Revolution. This new holiday falls precisely on the same day as the day of
the foundation of Cherepovets – November 4. The coincidence was noticed by the town dwellers, who
energetically celebrated the city holiday, now reinforced by national festivities. On November 4, 2005,
I happened to visit a family, where several generations of workers, employed at the steel works,
gathered round a table. The family lived in an apartment block close to the Chemists’ Square, where
celebration for a younger crowd were organized. As we were sitting at the table, we could hear through
the open window slogans, such as “Cherepovets – a town of future!”, “Cherepovets – a town of the
young!” and “Cherepovets – a town of leaders!” The head of the family, a retired worker, sneered at the
phrases coming through the window, saying: “Ours was the town of steel workers, theirs is the town of
leaders. Who are we now in this town? Who are those leaders?”

It seems like there is no great prestige in being a steel worker in a town of leaders. Gone is the social
honor of a worker toiling at the enterprise most important for national goals. And this is not only
privatization that changed it all. Salary differencies and other perks linked to working at Severstal’ are
largely gone. One person described the situation in this way:

“…Now it seems that at “Ammofos” they do not complain, they are always proud of
having their jobs… There was certainly a period when everyone rushed to get a job at
the steel works… They paid higher wages there compared to anywhere else in the town,
but now – in principle – I wouldn’t say that… I cannot see any special prestige. One can
earn money anywhere. Everyone makes their own choice” (Resp. 4. F., b. 1935)

The workers interviewed in 2005 never mentioned any unifying common cause, or even the
importance of their profession:

“...all workers are sensible, realistic, and practical. They do not fancy anything
romantic. You simply have a job to go to. And you do your best to get a better job with
higher wages and better working conditions, more suitable for a woman of my age.
People just work to be able to survive. We do not think in terms of whether I like it or
not… I think most people do not like their jobs here. One is seldom happy with one’s
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job. Life and work are very prosaic. You work because you have to. The disadvantage
of a small industrial town is that you simply do not have anywhere else to go to” (Resp.
3. F., b. 1978)

Gone is the idea of a common cause, of being a part of this common cause, of “something grand and
radiant.” Moreover, in the recent decade other previously held beleifs disappeared as well, such as the
feeling of being somehow tied with the works, because you are able to influence its development, etc.
In Soviet days official rhetoric asserted that worker contributions mattered and such assertions were
used to inculcate the feeling of responsibility for one’s work (e.g. see the lines from the autobiography
1, quoted above: “…because everything depended on our work, we felt responsible for finishing the
construction on time, for the work of other workshops”). In June 2006, when a critical point was
reached in the negotiations on the merger between Arcelor and Severstal’, we asked several workers
about their views on the prospective deal. Here is a typical reply: “It’s none of our business. I mean
everything will be decided for us, whether we want it or not. And they will tell us that things will be
better, or that things won’t be worse. Or they will simply be silent [about it]. That’s how it is going to
be. The fact that the workers own some shares will not change anything, it will not influence the
decisions made by our bosses” (M., private conversation, June 2006).

Summing up: people understand, that Severstal’ is important for the town, yet they don’t see it as a part
of their identity anymore. Nowadays there is no unifying idea, or conception that would be shared by all
town dwellers. But why did not a separate Cherepovets identity, not based on either Soviet ideology or
severstal’ capitalist achievements, gestate so far? The answer might be the following. The town was
assembled in haste from chaotically distributed patches that belonged to different ownders heretofore.
This was done very recently. Thus, until recently there was no obvious skeleton on which to hang this
new identity.

 Let us consider now a number of recent innovations that could have become these new “common
things” for everybody in town. Did they help transform a town into a coherent network that would be
an eaiser referent for new identity construction?

2. Things not-yet-there: the case of town innovations

There is a number of things that emerged in Cherepovets as a result of urban renewal. These
innovations were established to make the town a more coherent entity at certain levels of interacton
and, according to the intention, were supposed to create new common resources not only for the town
officials, but for ordinary citizens as well. Among these new things were the database of land
possessions and engineering networks (KIS), the unified dispatcher service (EDS), the unified system
of rent payment and the unified notification on tariff rates (EK). KIS could become a very important
database for the town as it can help solving coordination questions on damage repairs or preventive
maintenance. However, while it is important for the town services, people do not need to have any
expert knowledge on how it functions – and they do not know much indeed. Even the very first
interviews demonstrated that discussing this novelty with end consumers of communcal services made
little or no sense. People hardly knew anything about this computerized paradise. But other innovations,
like changes in the system of payment and in practices of calling a repair team, meant more for local
residents.7

7 For more information concerning the establishment and activity of these services see the chapter by Bychkova and
Popova in the present volume.
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Changes in system of payments were introduced in Cherepovets through the computer centre at the
mayor’s office. This meant that the system for calculation of apartment payments for utilities became
unified, and was now connected with the general database of town addresses. For people this meant that
they started to regularly receive information about tariffs for services and about the municipal utility
company that produces these services (its name and phone number), as well as the possibility to make
all payments at once, through the designated major city bank with many branches in town. For
example:

“Well, it’s more convenient now. I mean it. Because now you can do all this in one
place. I come to the bank, the clerk looks up in her computer – this does not take much
time – I mean, there is always a line of customers there. You can wait and wait but
when your time comes, it is over in a moment, the woman works very fast. You show
her the old receipt of payment – this makes things easier and faster. So, you show her
the old bill, and she immediately finds the information, types in the sum on her
computer, and that’s all” (Resp. 21. ., b. 1962).

We had assumed that the new system would probably contribute to transforming Cherepovets into
a more coherent entity if not into “a single body.” However, we must admit that this did not happen.
First, because there are extant alternative ways of payments through state post offices, service
producers’ offices, or other banks, and people prefer to go to places closest to where they live:

“We used to pay our bills at the branch of  a housing company. We would go to the
accountant’s office and pay there. When the reforms started we had to pay for
everything separately, with several bills. This started about five years ago. And we went
to different places because we did not know where to pay. Now all the bills for water
supply, heating, cold and hot water are verified for you in the Teploenergiia [municipal
heating company] office, which also set up a payment office; another place to go and
pay. If you go to the post-office, you can pay for everything there. Yet they might have
their reasons not to accept every payment, and tell you to go to Promstroibank and pay
there. And the bank office is always overcrowded.
Q. Can you pay all the bills there?
A. Yes, you can. Because they have computers there, and they will tell you at once if
there is anything overdue or if there are some mistakes, etc. But there you have to stand
in line for a long time. So, each of us goes to different places to pay, wherever one got
used to” (Resp. 1. F., b. 1929)

As the quotation shows, people expectedly worry much more about the easiest way of paying than
about the new things that might unify the town. Moreover, not all citizens share the view that the
payment process became easier. And the reality is such that paying of the rent and utilities is usually a
responsibility of one or two persons in a household, whereas all others may have no idea how to pay the
bills.

“Yes, it’s me who pays the bills for everything – utilities, telephone bills – it’s all my
responsibility.
Q. Can someone in the family replace you?
A. No, no one as yet” (Resp. 8. F., b. 1950)
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The third innovation under consideration was EDS, unified dispatcher service, created to monitor
telephone information on all utilities’ failures. Local residents who have a problem with facilities can
dial a short number 083 and get information on what company services the area. Information on 083
service activity may sometimes be found in the pages of the town newspapers, it is also included into
the town phone directory. It looked like EDS could be a very important service that would help
residents and perhaps even promote some sort of public discussion on the state of utilities in town.
However, it turned out that frequently it was the interviewer who informed local residents about the
number. I asked everyone I met during interviews or on other occasions whether they knew or used that
number. Nobody knew. Only once I received a very curious “yes” answer:

Q. Do you know this number, 083?
A.Yes, I do. It’s at the mayor office, isn’t it?
Q. Yes, it is.
A.Yes, it seems like this is a psychological hot line” (Resp. 24. F., b. 1957)

Thus, the information on this hotline was widespread in town and accessible to all. Initially it seemed
like a good possibility to make inhabitants of Cherepovets more active citizens, involved in solving
municipal problems and in discussing them openly… However,  for end consumers it did not work as it
was planned.

What explains this perhaps is that the service, in fact, is not so useful or helpful for the people and is, as
a result, largely unnecessary. During our stay in Cherepovets I had a chance to call the service. A tap
was continuously dripping in the kitchen, and my landlady was going to call somebody to come repair
it. I dialed the number and a very nice female voice asked whether I knew the number of my service
company. I said, ‘No, but we would like to,” and having received the information, called the number of
the service in question. Then there was a problem with the bathroom radiator in the same apartment, but
the story of its repair was not as happy. My landlady called the service company, dialed 083, and then
again the company, where she was told that everything had been done; she called again and again. Days
passed, the radiator remained cold; nothing happened. That’s why, as it became clear from interviews,
many people still make small urgent repairs themselves or ask their acquaintances for help – and do not
contact their service company.

3. Things that became shared

Interviews recorded in Cherepovets contain many recurrent motifs common for many informants. Yet,
our analysis of interviews shows that similar things may occupy different places in people’s everyday
life, and that they attach different meanings to them. Based on these differences we suggest that
categories of “usage” and “possession” should be discussed.

3.1. Things in use

‘Things in use’ are directly connected with modern style of urban living – these are familiar things that
surround people every day. This group of things includes home (a house and an apartment) and various
devices that make the house comfortable to live in, for instance, hot and cold water, central heating,
canalization, electricity, telephone. Once traditional and habitual, things such as wash-stands with a
basin and a jug, or hearths with burnt wood, etc. are gone now.
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“…from the point of view of female logic – children, laundry, washing, cooking… what
does it mean “to live better”?... Hot water! Heating! How I envied my workmate who
lived in an apartment, while I myself lived in a private house… Darn, it’s winter, one
has to heat the hearth, twice a day in winter time… – oh! And if the hearth is hot, then,
it follows, one has to heat some water, and to cook something… how would one cook
otherwise? Of course, we had gas, but we used it sparingly, because… it came in gas-
cylinders, one had to take them away for recharging, so one only warmed things up with
gas. So I would be dancing around the hearth, and think to myself: “Feels good – the
soup is being cooked, you can do laundry meanwhile, so…” Everyday things of this
sort… Private house is difficult to deal with, especially when you have two small
children. That must be the reason why our first two-room apartment… provided with
hot water and heating looked just like a palace” (Resp. 9. F., b. 1956)

People look at all these recent novelties as an inseparable part of urban commodities and usual
amenities. Of course, by contrast with inquisitive sociologists, they don’t even try to look at them as a
basis for interaction with their neighbors. They simply consume the services provided.

“Q. Generally speaking, what is important in an urban apartment? What do you expect
to have there as a must?
A. Well, when your apartment is in town, you expect to have hot-water and heating
supplied to homes – that is, comfort is the main thing; I think I expect comfort first of
all” (Resp. 8. F., b. 1950)

By getting their numerous users quickly accustomed to them and thus becoming an integral part of
everyday life, new technologies in communal services became an important factor in developing an
urban way of living. They got integrated into new sets of practices and relationships. No wonder that all
changes and innovations in the communal services are quickly noticed by the people. Their stories of
‘things in use’ are mostly centered on the services of collective consumption, available to everybody. A
special feature of these services is not only that they are collective but that they cannot be provided
“once and for all.” They are continually “produced”. The process of their production is not always
stable and may fluctuate. Positive changes are accepted as a useful addition to the comfort and welfare
of the town dwellers, whereas negative events – lack of services, their overuse or accidents - annoy
people.

“I think our roads are not too bad, they are kept in order. The new buses are of very
good quality... When I first came to live here, the streets and roads were cleaned by
janitors. When I went out shopping early in the morning, all the paths were swept clean,
everything was clean. Nowadays, mechanically-operated equipment is used. Cleaning is
done by automatically-operated brushes. Of course, they do not clean everything.
Formerly, with manual labor, janitors would first clean up the way from the front door
to the road, then the edge of the pavement, then thirty centimeters of the road next to it.
And now? There is nothing like that. So… And then our street is the last one, the town
ends here. Further on, the road branches off in the direction of the warehouses; it is
badly asphalted, and with so many cars it is hardly ever cleaned. There is a lot of dust
here. In the past it was not like that. When I first came to live here, we never felt that the
street was dusty. It was sprinkled with water and cleaned, as it ought to be. Now it is
crowded with cars that are parked along the edge so that cleaning along the street is
impossible” (Resp. 1. F., b. 1929)
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Both a general opinion about reforms and the degree of satisfaction in regards to the services depend on
personal judgment, and are often based on comparison with similar reforms and services in other towns.

“…the quality of water in Trans-Sheksna district leaves much to be desired. The water
is hot; it virtually comes from the heating system. In fact, we shouldn’t drink this water,
although they tell us: ‘Look here, guys, there are first-class machines that purify water
with laser and all… and ultraviolet’. Crap! When the water gets into the pipes, it is
already dirty… Now in Velikii Ustiug… we went there in winter – we were dazzled by
the whiteness of snow there, we never saw such white snow here. As for water… you
can drink it from the tap. It is even tasty… And if you try drinking OUR tap-water…!”
(Resp. 20. ., b. 1979)

On the whole, the common-sense approach to the “social contract” between consumers and producers
of utilities leads to the following formula: I pay a certain amount of money for water supply, heating,
electricity, gas, telephone service, house maintenance, etc., and in return I expect to be provided with
all those services.

“It is normal for a town – we pay money, and in return we are provided with water,
electricity, heating. It is at our dachas [summer houses in the country, – O.K.] that we
do everything with our own hands. We don’t want any new problems to arise, of course,
for prices are going up permanently. They say we are in for a hundred per cent
payments for communal services, but we must have those services up to standard. That
is what we believe must be there, but in reality our cold drinking water is below
standard – it is chlorinated too much. We pay for heating, but in winter our homes are
either too warm or too cold. This is extremely unpleasant. You feel as if you were
deceived in a shop, but have no energy to go back and claim your money back” (Resp.
5. F., b. 1957)

“Q. Are you satisfied with the quality of communal services provided?
A. Whether satisfied, or not, there won’t be different ones. When we moved in, hot
water had this strong smell, but what could you do? Do we have any choice? If bread is
stale, you can buy it at a different place, but if we have one Vodokanal [municipal water
company], then whether you like it or not, that’s all you have. Well, at the very
beginning people got together and discussed things [about the quality of water supply
with the company].
Q. Did you participate?
A. How could we participate, we are working in shifts, one wouldn’t find it easy to
participate. Well, it’s clear that something needs to be done, but what’s the point of such
discussions? Like, they say: ‘Why don’t you wait, there will be more houses, there
won’t be such water stagnation…’ – that’s it. What will change, if we don’t pay?
Nothing will change, that’s the nature of the system. As for Teploenergiia [municipal
heating company], everything works well, they don’t turn off heat in winter, everything
is ok. There is light, there is telephone – all is here, I’m happy with everything” (Resp.
8. F., b. 1950)

Assessment of innovations, as well as of the general state of affairs in the area of municipal services
that we heard from out informants is rather different from what is declared by the corresponding
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authorities of municipal utility companies in their public reports or interviews (see the chapter by Olga
Bychkova and Evgeniia Popova in the present volume). But when everything functions even at the
basic level, people hardly concern themselves witht eh quality of services. Some people couldn’t care
less, which organization is responsible for the bad quality of hot water – whether it is Vodokanal, since
it is water, or Teploenergiia, since this water is hot. People are not interested in peculiarities of water
purification by ultraviolet, or about the fact that municipal authorities are particularly proud of the new
technological achievements of Vodokanal – as long as their tap water does not smell of chlorine.

Communal services did not have to win their users over because they possess monopoly for the
production of their goods. As to people, they cannot find alternative providers here, the same way as
they can go to a different store for better bread. So they acquiesce.

However, this does not mean that the users accept their technologies as something given, something
that cannot be changed or controlled by them at the level of their private apartments. They care and they
act. While they cannot decline t he services because they are necessary, or change the
company that produces them, they act ively adapt to exist ing condit ions. New
technologies may quite often call into existence new and quite unexpected practices of utility
maintenance and use in everyday life.

Two characteristic examples may be given in connection with this. First, as we already mentioned, the
town council of Cherepovets received a very substantial multimillion loan from the World Bank for
implementing new technologies. It was expected that a reduction of maintenance costs through a more
economical style of heating would allow the town to pay back to loan. The money was spent to fix new
temperature regulators in multi-story buildings, in technical language - heat exchangers. These
regulators should automatically react to fluctuations of outside temperature and then adjust the heating
system in the building accordingly. Sometimes this really works in a proper way:

“It has become better – yes. Better in the sense that… it’s not Vodokanal now, but,
what’s the name? – Teploenergiia. By and large, they certainly work well. Networks are
kept in normal order. What’s more, Vodokanal itself starts following their example.
Seems like it also starts changing certain things ... Well, now what – now reconstruction
is under way, new automatic systems are being installed. In all basements. And those
systems work effectively, yes. They react to temperature, well, to put it shortly, to the
excess of heat. Heat regulation.
Q. Do you also have such a system? Does it function?
A. Yes, it’s there. And the data unit is there, too. It’s such a round dingbat, you know.
And all automatic parts are in the basement. If the system is adjusted correctly, it works
well, without failures. ... If the system is thought through well, it is going to work. We
have lots of those systems in the town – and they do work without any failures. We
don’t even look into them. We might come, look at the automatic part, and that’s all. It
regulates everything itself. Especially Finnish systems are good, Finnish technology...”
(Resp. 27. ., b. 1956)

At the same time some people mention defects and drawbacks in the system functioning:

“This is how things are now. A lot of money was spent to install new temperature
regulators in the apartment house… – regulators are there so that the heating system
would self-adjust to the changes of temperature. Will it ever work with us in Russia? I
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do not know whose fault it is; it may be our climate or the old pipes in the houses, but
right now the situation is unbearable ... I can’t sleep in my room because it is as hot as
in the Sahara Desert. There is no air to breathe. I keep all window panes open for
ventilation to get a chance to breath. All people do that in my part of the house. Besides,
the air is too dry, it dries up everything. I am going to tell you what I have been doing
all this year. I put a saucepan with cold water into the freezer, and when the water turns
into ice, I put the saucepan by my bedside to be able to fall asleep.
Q. Does it help?
A. I don’t know if it helps, but it is easier for me to sleep this way. The air gives away
its heat [to melt the ice], and the humidity gets higher. This may be of help. What can be
done? What shall I do? …I must live, I must adapt myself to these conditions. I am
lucky to have two fridges, my son gave me his old one, so I can use it…” (Resp. 4. F.,
b. 1935)

Second, when a large residential construction was completed in the Trans-Sheksna district and many
people moved into the new houses, their happiness was marred by the smell of hot water in their taps –
it smelled like sulpho-hydrates or a smell of rotten eggs. I asked a woman who lived there if the people
tried to improve the situation. She answered that “solution of such problems took quite a lot of time”
and that she had to invent her own way to enjoy her evening bath: she would heat up water in her
washing machine to fill the bath – the water was not quite hot, but it did not smell and so did not annoy
her (from a private talk with a local entrepreneur, f., b.1970, Dec. 2005).

The above examples confirm the fact that technologies are always embedded in a society; one cannot
comprehend the value and efficiency of the network of artifacts outside of the context of their practical
application. While the officials proudly speak of their achievements, ordinary people  - whose houses
may be quite different from those of the officials - are busy with adjustments and adaptations to make
their houses more suitable with the help of  these and other “plug-ins”, if one is allowed to play with
computer jargon.

When Jean Baudrillard suggested his system of arranging things in the modern world, he stated that the
revolution of everyday objects had actually taken place: “Things became more complex than man’s
attitude to them” (Baudrillard 1995, 48). Lagging behind the rapid changes of various technical systems
in modern society, an individual loses the role of an independent organizer of life and environment, and
turns into an ordinary user. But even these users are not all active in the same way. Despite the fact that
urban comforts, such as cold and hot water supply, electricity, etc. shape the lifestyle of all town
inhabitants, most of them do not even interact with utility companies. Analysis of interviews shows that
even in big households there are usually very few people who know what should be done in cases of
unexpected technical problems. They are knowledgeable about the rate of charges for services, or of the
way payments are made. We might call these dutiful tenants “active users.” These people are most
competent in that they not only who where services should be paid for, but also – in case technical
problems arise – can either summon professional help, or get rid of these problems themselves. Self-
reliance in the age of modern technology is a response to the powerlessness of the user:

“We do everything ourselves – repairing, redecorating; we did not hire anyone [for such
works in the apartment]. When a tap needed replacing, my husband did the work [like
all other works]” (Resp. 8. F., b. 1950)
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“I hate to be showing off, but I really can do anything with my hands <…> They grow
from the right place. With hands like mine, I never had any problems… I never called
any repairman to my apartment. I do everything myself.
Q. Does it mean that you know about those municipal companies only because you pay
for their work every month?
A. Of course.
Q. Who in your family goes to pay for rent and services?
A. I do everything myself” (Resp. 21. M., b. 1962).

These active users, as we see, act individually, though. They almost never think of collective action to
solve the problem that bugs them. In the field of communal services and technologies, consumed
collectively by all citizens,  act ive users do not ident ify themselves with as a co llect ive
force, capable o f changing something. Communal services and technologies are a meaningful
component in the formation of urban lifestyle, but only where very serious and massive breakdowns in
the services occur, can a collective agent, based on the common problems in this lifestyle, appear. And
mobilization of the absis of communal problems may even seem ludicrous to many, given that the city
does not imose itself onto their personal agendas very frequently. “When you can, retreat from a
decrepit urbanity into a nice country hut, and from a structure that traps you into a plot where you
handle everything yourself,” – this is a solution that some take. One person who has an important job at
Severstal’ factory and lives in a rather comfortable apartment thus commented:

“There are no places in town that I like… What good is there about town life?...
Nothing good, I will say it a thousand times.
Q. Do you ever go out? To watch ice-hockey games? Do you support the Severstal’
team?
A. I hate it all, I really do ([The wife of a respondent adds – O.K.]: He is only interested
in our plot of land in the countryside and the cucumbers he grows there; he calls it his
cucumber industry). Yes, it’s my cucumber production line [laughs]. Why should I care
about these boxes of houses?” (Resp. 10. ., b. 1950)

Things in common use are thus nobody’s things. They are a concern for city managers and a concern
for individual household, when they do not function adequately. But why care about what you use and
what you do not own, particularly when you cannot influence decisions on its use? Let’s discuss a
second category, things in possession, which by contrast, people think they can control.

3.2. Things in possession

Virtually all stories collected mention things that people do not see every day, but may visit at their
individual choice – e.g. certain town buildings, sights, places in the town. We encountered thes things,
when in addition to spontaneous narratives on life in Cherepovets, informants were asked questions that
were to reveal the meaning of various components presumably essential for the formation of an image
of the town as a whole. These questions concerned the place of living, favorite sights and nooks worth
taking pictures of (e.g. for friends, for a photo album, for an illustrated calendar, etc.), places where
young couples prefer to be photographed on their wedding day, and so on.

In terms of space, Cherepovets is distinctly divided into four parts, very well seen on the town plan.
The first of them is the historical centre, formally called the Industrial district, because a large part of it
occupied by Severstal’ buildings. Two more districts, Nothern and Beyond-the-River [Iagorba] were
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built up with blocks of apartments in the late 1940s – early 1950s, i.e. after WWII and the
establishment of the steel works. Finally, there is a new construction site called the Trans-Sheksna
district. All these are formal names seldom used by local residents; the latter use an alternative
terminology: the Centre or Factory district, “Plywood”, Area-beyond-the-river, and “Prostokvashino”8.

Historical places, monuments, educational establishments, blocks of offices are all in the centre, which
is exposed to ecological effects of industry, and therefore not desirable to live in. The least desirable
district, though, is “Plywood,” or the Northern district  – because of communal services, bad ecology,
bad infrastructure. Perhaps this is due to the fact that the wood-processing factory that gave the district
its name, hardly had funds to maintain good infrastructure, while construction quality was low in the
1950s and 60s even in Severstal’ buildings. The most densely populated district is the one beyond river
Iagorba, with population of 110,000 (out of the total number of 322,000), which is quite comfortable
for living thanks to open spaces, flanked with trees and bushes, abundance of shopping centers, cafés,
etc. It was built in the 1960s-80s. The newest district, Prostokvashino, has the reputation of the cleanest
neighborhood; it is considered attractive and fast developing. Most of top Severstal’ managers live
there.

“…I believe that by and large our district is one of… the most promising ones in terms
of development, because there is plenty of space for new construction, and, in principle,
it has been expanding, with new blocks of apartments and other buildings…
mushrooming all over the district” (Resp. 15. F., b. 1977)

Interestingly enough, the central district is identified as “town.”9 They speak of “going to town,” “shops
in the town,” “working in the town,” etc. In other words, there are two meanings of the word “town” for
the citizens of Cherepovets: (1) a particular district, the center, and (2) the town as a whole.

“I used to live in the center before… well, it’s like you can call this “the center.” I still
like it there… well, to visit my friends, I love all these green yards of ours. Like, in our
yard there is no single tree, whereas there you have big trees… with a green crown over
the yards, in other words, I like it a lot there… my o l d  y a r d. I love that part of the
town because I grew up there, everything is so dear to me there – here is my school,
where I studied, and the kindergarten, and everything… you go through this part, and
sometimes it even tickles in your heart… – it’s as if it would be nice to live here again,
something like this… Otherwise, my living environment – yes, that’s here, you know.
Yes, sometimes you come to your old friends to that part of the town…” (Resp. 3. F.,
b. 1978).

When juxtaposed together, images of certain places clearly outnumber others in the formation of a total
picture that includes all the districts within the town. Given all personal fluctuation of choices of
favorite places and buildings, there are several objects that were named in each interview, and nearly all
of them are in the centre of Cherepovets. The most frequently mentioned were: the Resurrection
Cathedral, the oldest building in town; the Cathedral Hill, situated in an the area surrounding the
Cathedral; Sovetsky prospect [avenue], one of the most beautiful streets in the old part of the town
where all public holidays are organized; the monument to the town founders – all of these find
themselves in the historical part of Cherepovets. Among other popular places were the October bridge

8 Name of the village from a well-known children’s book by Eduard Uspensky and an eponymous cartoon;
symbolizes ideal rustic life.
9 In Russian there is no single term equivalent for an American word «downtown”.
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across the river Sheksna, which connects two town districts (the central and the Trans-Sheksna ones);
The Salt Gardens, the oldest town park; the square of Metallurgists and the Komsomolsky park in the
centre; a park in Beyond-the-River district that commemorates the 200th anniversary of Cherepovets;
the town museum; the two palaces of culture (of steel workers and of Ammofos factory). Some people
also mentioned the railway station, the prospect [avenue] of Victory and the Square of the Red Army,
the central entrance to Severstal’ company.

“What places do I like to visit?... I have some. Well, perhaps the Cathedral Hill. We like
that place. It was from there that everything started, Cherepovets, Sovetsky prospect.
That’s where all the museums and theatres are, all kinds of places of entertainment, and
so on. Those are our favorite places…” (Resp. 23. F., b. 1977)

“What I would like to take pictures of? My hallmarks… First of all, I would take a
picture of the monument to Mayor Miliutin. There is only one monument of this kind.
There are no other monuments to Miliutin. What else would I take pictures of? Of the
old districts where my wife and I used to stroll around. The Industrial district… Then I
would take a picture of the Metallurgists’ Square. Then I would go to the Cathedral Hill
and take a picture of our church dedicated to the founders of town. Then the October
Bridge, that is our bridge across the Sheksna river. And I would also take a picture of
the Sovetsky prospekt. Well, those are the most impressive places in our Cherepovets so
far” (Resp. 27. ., b. 1956)

Most of these things and places are connected with the town history and form its familiar image, well-
known to the citizens and to the visitors alike: they make the town peculiar and unique. The stories
people tell about these places constitute hallmarks in their personal self-narratives as well. In addition
to this image-forming aspect, all things in this group are open to view (the Cathedral, the October
bridge, etc.). This is not a trivial remark: by contrast, underground infrastructure of a town may be as
“common” as a park, but people see it rarely if ever, i.e. during repairs. And a final decisive feature of
all things in this group is that people speak of them as if they possess them. While describing such
places and things, people usually use plural pronouns, such as “we,” “us,” “our”, e.g. “our bridge,” “in
our town,” “the church of ours,” etc.

“As for the Town district… well, it was a dusty and dirty one, but somehow it was a
bright place for us… [laughs]… a small one. I think I liked moving to new places ever
since my childhood. For instance, when I was six, I wondered what life was like outside
my house and my courtyard. I would not be limited by my central neighborhood. The
modern Yagorba embankment used to be a narrow street with small wooden structures
going down to the bridge across the river. One day my friends and I decided to go on an
excursion there. We were all about six then. So, naturally, the journey took a long time.
Small feet and short legs plus many interesting things attracting our attention – as a
result I came home rather late in the afternoon… and they whipped my bottom” (Resp.
21. ., b. 1962)

“Another important place is the river Sheksna. We all went to bathe in the river very
early in the spring, always on the holiday of the 1st of May, although it was too cold to
swim. We were all blue [from cold water], and warmed ourselves by the camp-fire. Yes,
we swam. And we took rides on blocks of ice… down the river. The last ice went down
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the river in the last week of April, just before the May day… Now that I recall it, I
wonder how we survived” (Resp. 26. ., b. 1956)

Thus, the process of making things public starts with using them in a public way, which implies a
linking of places, buildings and the town history with one’s own life and with the awareness that the
same feeling of identification is shared by other citizens. This process develops gradually as one gets
acquainted with the town sights, walks around with childhood friends, undertakes romantic adventures
– all types of personal experience that do not belong to one person exclusively, but may be experienced
by many. It is noteworthy that each place has different meaning for different people, evokes different
memories of their youth or childhood. For example, some associate river Sheksna with the river port
and the passenger terminal, some can only see it as a place of work with the tall giraffe-like cranes in
the dock area; for others it is first of all an embankment, highly suitable for romantic strolls, dating,
necking on a bench, etc. Those who remember their childhood or teenager days will see the river as a
place for adventures and blocks of ice floating down the river and disappearing like days of childhood.
It appears that such memorable places get incorporated into one’s life and create a feeling of belonging
to Cherepovets, of being an “insider,” rather than just an ordinary inhabitant of a town. This is how the
town lives in its inhabitants. Thus, such places – which might be called things “in (public) possession” -
are capable of forming the specific identity of a town, and of a person, both. If such things are
jeopardized, they can become objects of general concern, pushing all citizens to unite to protect them.
This is how local identity is actualized.

Thus, based on such stories, we have singled out two groups of things. The classification principle is
simple here: what actions in relation to them are possible, or are considered to be possible and/or
important from the point of view of our informants.

The first group of things forms the basis of a specific urban way of living. It includes public
transportation, water pipes, sewerage, electricity and heating systems, courtyards, etc. These communal
facilities and services are continuously maintained, supported, reproduced and provided for all people.
Depending on whether there is rivalry over them, political economy would define them as common
(rivalry exists) or public goods (rivalry is impossible or costly).10 The classic examples of public goods
and services, consumption of which cannot be limited are the national defense and the lighthouses. If
somebody has to be excluded, let us say, from television or radio signals, this adds to the costs.11

Overused communal transportation, streets congested by traffic, lack of pressure in water pipes when
all taking showeres at the same time – all these examples suggest that urban goods may be treated as
common goods as well. But when overuse does not happen these goods behave like public goods.
Goods in common usage and consumption are available for everyone, they just have an effect on
their consumers by contributing to the formation of urban ways of living. They improve home comforts
through easy access to cold and hot water, electricity and heating services, etc. Because of these

10 For a detailed description of these categories, please see the chapter by Bychkova.
11 The second aspect of public goods is that an increase in one’s personal consumption does not
reduce their availability for others; nor does it raise the costs of providing the goods, e.g. street
lighting. The producer of such goods benefits others, with these external effects being much
more significant than the producer’s gain. Therefore, if the administration of a big shopping
centre decides to contribute to street lighting around the shopping area to attract more customers,
this may be profitable for people in the neighborhood, for it would mean more safety for both
drivers and pedestrians. (Acocella 1996, 106-7)
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features, however, all things and goods mentioned are typical for all modern urban areas, and therefore
may not serve the basis for community or identity formation.

The second group of things we described is not always associated with the everyday surroundings of
Cherepovets inhabitants. They come to life gradually through private experience shared with others
people’s stories and impressions. Most of such things are connected with Cherepovets history – the
Resurrection Cathedral, the Cathedral Hill, Soviet prospekt, the Salt Gardens, monuments to the city
founders and to Mayor Miliutin, the pre-revolutionary town head. As a rule, many of such things take
part in the formation of the image of the town, well-known to all inhabitants. These are, for instance,
the railway station, the October bridge, the Metallurgists’ Square. We can say that together they create
“a public image which is the overlap of many individual images” (Lynch 1960, 46).

Because people generally regard such things as meaningful, they identify themselves with them not
simply as urban inhabitants, but as Cherepovets inhabitants. That is why the category of care and
responsibility often emerges in stories about such things of common significance:

“It’s just important for me that all those things are there… So that I could also say, yes, I have
my favorite places. This is ultimately our town. I want to show my child where I spent my own
childhood, and I want these places to stay the way they were and are” (Resp. 28. F., b. 1981);
“Well, probably this is a duty of every cultured person – to make sure that the town preserves its
historical image. A responsibility of a sort… Even if this duty is impossible to fulfill for certain
reasons…” (Resp. 26. ., b. 1956).

In other words, people tend to formulate sentences as if they possess these things. This group of things
has the following features. First, they are always open to all townspeople and cannot be hidden or made
invisible. Due to this, everybody feels that he or she possesses the thing to a certain extent but no single
individual can claim “ownership” in respect to it. Second, they are unique and help shaping the
peculiarity of Cherepovets, meaning both the town itself and the history of its community. Third, they
have a symbolic dimension and consequently multiple meanings. For example, the Resurrection
Cathedral may be considered as a church, or as a historical building, or as an element of the old town
centre. Finally, such things contribute to the identity formation of the town inhabitants by getting
intertwined with their private and shared experiences, making them different from townspeople in other
places. All in all, people express themselves in such a way in relation ot these things as if they were in
public possession.

However, we should use the term “possession” in inverted commas here, for the exact meaning of the
term is hardly applicable to the majority of life situations in a contemporary Russian town. If we
proceed from our informants’ understanding that it is important for them to have such places, and that
these places my be seen by them as something they “possess,” then can we say that these key
components of their home town, such as avenues, bridges, memorable sights, etc. are indeed “in their
possession”? Can we say indeed that people have the right of usage, disposal, and alienation in respect
to them? In order to decide whether we can use them term without inverted commas, or not, let us look
closer at how things are used and possessed.

Common and public dimension of things

We are facing a mix of categories. From our interviews, we have singled out two groups of things –
“things in use” and “things in possession,” based on the critera of just use or full possession (that
includes the right to dispose of and to alienate). Also, we have singled out the attending characteristics
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of “common” and “public.” The latter distinction is not the one used in economic literature, but rather it
is linked with the question, whether attitudes to these things and actions performed in their respect
(actual or desirable) are tied up with our informants’ collective identity as inhabitants of Cherepovets.
Public things appear when a collective identity is mobilized. Common things serve as a prerequisite of
such mobilization, but they do not require it.

Thus, the combination of our elements from two dichotomies – use vs. possession and common vs.
public – allows us to produce four distinct categories:

things in common usage – when the agent claims only the usage, which does not require any
conscious action or actualized collective identity;

things in public usage – when collective identity is actualized, but there is no possibility or
necessity to exert the function of full control over things;

things in common possession – when the possibility of exerting control is assumed, but the
symbolic component of the identity is not required, it is sufficient to be a part of a certain gathering,
which may dispose of these things.

things in public possession – when the agent claims the right and the possibility to take care
or exert control over things, which it regards as significant for the existence of the local community
(e.g. inhabitants of Cherepovets). In this case the agent actualizes aspects of collective identity;

Further on in this work we will take a detailed look at differences and mutual connections among these
four categories, and expand the mosaic of town images through two additional cases, which not only
will allow us to get an idea about several new important facets of life in Cherepovets, but also provide
some empirical content for the new categories we have not been discussing at all so far. These are
“things in common possession” and “things in public use”.

For now, let us better define the basic differences among these four categories with the help of a
table:

Collective identity
Table 1

Types of things No Yes

No Common use  Public use
A right
not only
to use
but

to dispose of
and

to alienate
Yes  Common possession  Public possession

Among the four categories the regime of public possession looks like a category that through the
necessary presence of such components as identity and more rights, presupposes a larger bundle of ties
than the others. In connection with this, let us quote Latour who refers to Tarde’s idea that the verb “to
have” features higher sociological expressiveness, than the verb “to be”: with the latter, “you know
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neither the boundary nor the direction: to possess is also being possessed; to be attached is to hold and
to be held” (Latour 2005, 217). On the basis of this we can assume that it is precisely the analysis of
things, involved in the largest number of ties (in our case, of “things in possession”) that will allow us
to find the direction to follow in search for new significant elements, capable of unifying the town.

The majority of things that we have analyzed so far are part of municipal property – e.g. land, utility
services, town space, monuments, etc. According to Cherepovets Statute, inhabitants of the town, i.e.
“citizens of the Russian Federation, constantly or primarily living on the territory of the town and are
registered according to the established procedure” (Art. 7.2.), possess, use, and dispose of the property
in municipal possession through the organs of municipal self-government (Statute, article 32, item 1).
In order to more effectively manage municipal property, citizens of the town transfer the right of usage
and disposal of municipal property to the organs and official persons of municipal self-government (art.
31.1). In other words, de jure those who live in the town possess property rights through the
intermediary, which are the elected organs of self-government. Yet in the Russian reality de facto and
de jure principles may come into contradiction with each other. Let us take a look at the case of an
environmental conflict.

Things in common possession: the case of regulation of environment protection

In a work, submitted to an intellectual contest “Do you know the history of Severstal’?”, which I found
in the archive of the Museum of Labor Glory of Severstal’, we find a rhyming slogan: “Our plant’s
furnaces don’t emit smoke any more, ecologists are seriously watching over the order there.”12 This
small exercise in grassroots poeticism reflects a very widespread city concern.

In all our interviews, one topic always emerged as indispensable for the understanding of Cherepovets:
environment and ecology. Cherepovets is a large industrial center. The town’s economy is considered
to be mono-structural: up to 80% of all industrial production fall to ferrous metallurgy. But there are
more than 50 other enterprises in town, which consume a large amount of natural resources and exhaust
environment.13 Moreover, the majority of these enterprises are situated within the town limits, or in its
“sanitary zone.” The situation in the city seems to many to be very grim, to put it mildly.

Environmental changes started to manifest themselves right after the start of cast iron production in
1955. No purification system had been planned in the construction project, and in the very first years of
the metal works existence, the town felt the bad consequences of the large-scale production.

“It was very dirty in the factory territory. The snow was of a color we had never seen
before. It was when two furnaces and two agglomeration systems had started working”
(Arch_6, a veteran of the railway shop speaking of 1960)

12 Nashi truby zavodskie bol’she vovse ne dymiat,
tam ekologi ser’ezno za poriadochkom slediat.

13 Apart from large enterprises for steel production (key city companies “Severstal’” and
“Cherepovets steel-rolling works”) enterprises of other industrial branches are also concentrated
in town. These are enterprises of chemical production (“Ammofos,” “Azot”), woodworking
industry (plywood-and-furniture enterprise), match factory, furniture factory, machine-building
and metal-working industry; industry of construction materials, food industry, etc.
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The situation was made more complicated due to the fact that in the 1960s apartment houses were
deliberately built near the works with the purpose of making transportation of workers cheaper and
faster. No proper attention was paid to the sanitary restrictions, according to which apartments should
be built at least one kilometer away from the harmful works. As a result, hundreds of families had been
suffering from waste matter discharges for many years.

Initially, the open-hearth furnace fumes were considered a symbol of a powerful Northern Steeltown,
but, with time, black snow, offensive fumes, unsatisfactory quality of drinking water began to worry the
citizens more and more. In those days, there were no methods to estimate the exact amount of
discharges; modern methods allow to assess that the annual discharge of dust, liquids, and dross had
amounted to at least 800,000 tons by the mid-1960s. As for the gases, they had virtually never been
taken into account14. From the mid-1960s, some steps were taken to control the effluents:

First, a dust control-and-ventilation laboratory was set up in 1964 for the purpose of solving the
problems of ventilation, air-conditioning, and developing technical requirements for the working-place.
Then, in 1965 statistical analysis on the protection of environment including the data on dust, carbon
monoxide and nitric oxides was carried out. At the same time biological purification of water was
attempted. In 1972 new service departments were set up at old factories by the Ministry of Ferrous and
Steel Industry, following a decision made by the Soviet government “On the improvement of natural
protection and better uses of natural resources”, precipitated by an unsatisfactory state of environment
in industrial towns. As a result, the Central Laboratory of air and water protection was set up at the
Metal works in 1974; a long-term program of protecting the environment was designed at the
Cherepovets Metal works in 1978, etc. (Tsentralnoi 1994)

Unfortunately, all those measures could not prevent an ecological catastrophe. “Tamed nature” (Kaika
2005) reacted to human cruelties. Hard frosts at the end of 1986 and the beginning of 1987 triggered off
a number of accidents at the factory reservoirs, which brought destructive liquids into the rivers and the
Rybinsk artificial lake, killing large quantities of fish. The matter was investigated by the Prosecutor
General of the Soviet Union. The experts concluded that the phenol effluents amounted to several
kilograms only. However, being added to the existing chemical sediments deposited on the bottom of
the Rybinsk reservoir and the thick ice, effluents created a mix that killed fish that died from lack of
oxygen. The town inhabitants recall that some newspapers exaggerated the catastrophe, mentioning
some 20 tons of phenol (Resp. 11). In any case, the disaster marked a new stage in improving the
environmental protection in Cherepovets: in 1987, state approval and finances were granted to design a
closed system of water supply for the works; in 1988, a long-range program for environmental
protection was adopted.

Perestroika and the 1987 disaster stimulated social activity in Cherepovets. In April 1989, the first mass
indignation meeting of citizens took place in one of the big town squares and, as witnesses recall, the
area was overcrowded. A second rally took place later that year, with only 500 people attending. The
main issue discussed by the activists were: the amount of harmful effluents exceeded sanitary norms
ignored by the steel works administration; an impossibility for people living in the apartment houses
next to the plant to remain in their apartments and the need to move them to new neighborhoods.15 The
administration, however, believed that the main slogans of the movement were “Close the works” and
“Sack Lipukhin” (the director of Cherepovets metal works at the time), with the conclusion that no
dialogue was possible (Resp. 11).

14 Data from the Museum of Labor Glory, Severstal’ (manuscript on ecological conditions).
15 Memoirs of Yu. Vanzha, founder of the Ecological club in Cherepovets. Available at

http://www.persona.nightmail.ru

http://www.persona.nightmail.ru/
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Individual worries about the polluted air and harmful water added up and created a huge collective
worry about the environment in Cherepovets. Some radicals proposed eliminating the source of all
worries, that is the steel works itself (for the sake of justice, it should be added that chemical works are
also responsible for pollution). It was not more than a slogan, because it was impossible to close the
works – over 10% of the city population earned their living at the enterprise. Popular pressure and
mobilization during the perestroika years produced such a feeling of impending crisis and doom that
Severstal’ managers implemented environment protection measures then and even afterwards, during
the first post-Soviet years when cash really mattered a lot.

While many changes were made to improve purification systems at the town factories during
perestroika, citizens did not feel that immediately. A 1990 survey, carried out by sociological service at
the works, showed that 89.5% of steel workers’ families perceived an unpleasant distasteful smell near
their place of living; 91% drew attention to an unusual colour of drinking-water, as well as foreign
substances in it; 64.9% were witnesses of fish dying in rivers and the Rybinsk lake; 68.4% noticed trees
fade away in the town parks and nearest forests; 91.3% reported that they often suffered from soot,
smut and dust cascading on them (Kuzmin, Arkhipov 1990, 16-7).

Now the situation has changed. For the last 20 years discharges in the air declined threefold. After
water supply recycling was developed, a marked decline in the amount of effluents manifested itself:
the works annually ejected around 62,4 million cubic metres of wastewater polluted by suspended
matters, iron, petrochemicals into the local river Yagorba; in 1996 the amount fell to 39,8 million cubic
metres. All those and other innovations that were needed for a modern enterprise allowed Severstal’ to
get the international certificate of ecological security ISO 14001, the first one in Russia.

“There’s been a noticeable improvement [in environment]. The works pollute the air
less aggressively. The snow used to be black early in the morning. It must have been in
the 1980s. Nowadays, one can feel that there are fewer cases of harmful waste
discharges, the town is much cleaner now. And the water in the Rybinskoe reservoir has
improved, you can feel that fish taste differently and are quite good to eat… Earlier, as
my friend used to say, we received only ordinary dust whereas he got big pieces of iron
and steel – he lives in Maiakovskaya street, just across the road from the Works” (Resp.
12. M., b. 1955)

“In the early 1990s, all works and factories started to get modernized. Little was done
until 1980. Now life is normal. No more soot coming from the factory. We used to have
snow of all colors, and now the environment protection works well. There are water
purification systems and oil purification complexes of latest designs… Also, when you
walk in the territory of the works, you no longer get all kinds of carbon pieces and other
dust in your shoes. All waste used to settle down on the ground. Now it’s gone and
forgotten” (Resp. 27. ., b. 1956)

Our younger informants were more critical about the state of air and water in the town, as they judged
the situation by their own feelings and comparisons with other towns they had been to, as opposed to
older people who primarily stressed the improvements and differences between the past and the present.
For instance,
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“I can see very well where we live and what inhale [into our lungs]… In the office, we
never leave the window even partly open for the night. We tried to keep it slightly open
for ventilation – and in the morning there was a layer of dust on the desk… quite
tangible. It settles down on the computer, on everything. And when you start thinking
about it, you realize you inhale it all in the office during the working day. Although
something is being done, I believe not all is well in this respect. You can see the same
kind of smog above the town. One doesn’t feel it when one lives here permanently. And
I was away for studies in St.Petersburg, also a rather big industrial city… Each time I
came back [for vacation], the first thing I felt was the smell of the fumes… When I live
here, I don’t notice it. However, whenever there are [accidental] discharges of
pollutants, one can’t help noticing them. Sometimes you can even feel what kind of
pollutant it is. There are people working in the chemical industry who can tell what
chemical substance has been emitted. So one can’t ignore such facts… Because our
children all have bad lungs… When my child is not well, it is the lungs that suffer… In
the winter, one bronchitis follows another…» (Resp. 15. F., b. 1977)

“In terms of ecology, it is not an unclean town, it is an utterly filthy town. They check
the Works regularly and report that all seems well. But if you drive a short distance
from the town and look back, then on a summer evening you will see a red cloud
moving from the Works onto the town to settle down there. From the point of view of
environmental protection, it’s the end of the world… I’m used to it, I’m fine. People
who [don’t live here and just] drive by, they shut the car windows tight. When I go
down to the country, I [sort of] miss something… [giggles]; the fresh air makes me feel
giddy. When I come back to town, I feel the physical presence of impure air” (Resp. 2.

., b. 1981)

All these problems seem to worry the citizens, although their approaches to the issue are different in
different age groups. All informants mentioned the state of air, water and parks during the interviews,
before or after it. Still, public opinion does not manifest itself nowadays; it will take time and efforts to
make it a fact in city life again. Between the two opposite interest groups – industrialists and citizens –
there are many administrative bodies the job of which is to prevent conflicts, to keep up the existing
equilibrium, and contribute to the ecological consciousness of the citizens.

These bodies can be divided in several groups: (1) branches of state organizations such as
Rospotrebnadzor (Russian Consumer Protection and Human Wellbeing Control Service), Inter-district
environmental prosecutor's office, and respective departments in the city administration; (2) services at
industrial works (e.g., Severstal’, Ammofos); (3) educational and cultural centers and ecological
societies at various educational establishments like the Educational centre “Rainbow” at the city
cultural centre for children and youth; ecological society “Planeta” at a medical school, an ecological
centre at the local university; ecological performances for children attending nurseries and primary
schools; Museum of Nature; (4) social organizations and social movement include “Green wave”, the
city society called Ecoclub, a branch of all-Russian society for nature protection. We should also
mention the activity of the social editorial board at “Ecoinform,” a monthly supplement to a town
newspaper “Golos Cherepovtsa” that involves not only representatives of the above mentioned
organizations, but also officials from state structures and big companies – the chief ecologist of
Severstal’, an official at Rospotrebnadzor, a representative of the department of education,
representatives of some educational centers.
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As we see, the switch from the regime of use in relation to environment to the regime of property took
place after several conflicts and collective actions, called forth by the necessity of transition to a more
effective and careful attitude to environment as human habitat. As a result of this, a number of
standards that control harmful industrial emissions were elaborated, measures that create the possibility
of public control were launched, an official program for environment protection was adopted, the
system of effective notification of population in case of accidents is being worked out, etc.

Table 2. Dynamics of arrival at the regime of common possession

1. Type of engagement with things 2. Status 3. Agent
ommon use De facto All citizens,

Enterprises
overuse of nature resources: necessity of control, since nobody is responsible

conflict conflict

Public possession De facto Citizens in collective
 actions

New contract New contract

Common possession De jure All citizens,
Enterprises

What happened may be described in terms of the commons literature as a transition from the
unconditionally accepted regime of open and non-controlled usage of environmental resources to the
regime of common possession (or “share contract” Hess and Ostrom 2003, 123) between the citizens
and the enterprises), which envisions responsibility and imposes a number of limitations on all agents
involved. Enterprises are supposed to observe the norms of harmful emissions, and the citizens are
responsible to keep the town in order, to take care of green plantations, etc. With all that, the transition
has passed through a stage of public possession – at the time of perestroika, when public consciousness
is was formed (cf.: “we should do something because this is our own city,” “we are responsible for our
children who live in bad conditions,” “this situation is no longer suitable fore us, we should establish
new rules,” etc.). However, as soon as certain rules were established and particular agreements were
reached, a regime of common possession of environment was established. The city inhabitants and the
enterprises are taking care of theie environment as if it were a common courtyard in the homeowners’
association (TSZh) – with no more and no less emotional appeal or invokaton of identity. With time,
representatives of the “people” – NGOs and other public organizations - took over the function of
informing the population and of controlling the observance of contract rules on the part of enterprises.

At present citizens virtually transferred their responsibility and care to these organizations and do not
regard environment as a public concern. Even though their health depends on ecology, their ident ity
as a public or individuals does not depend on it, they simply adjust to it (cf., again: “When I live
here, I don’t notice it,” or: “I’m used to it, I’m fine”). Having examined this curious case of things in
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common possession – these are indeed better observed in a TSZh rather than in a city – let us now
consider another interesting category: things in public use.

Things in public use: the case of the Salt Gardens

It was mayor Ivan A. Miliutin who personally founded the Salt Gardens in 1894. He bought a plot of
land adjoining the Cathedral Hill, had it cleared of the remains of old storehouses where the
Cherepovets merchants used to store their stock of salt, and had a garden planted over an area of 2.6
hectares (about 6.5 acres). The garden was first officially named after the founder, but people gave it a
different name, the Salt Gardens, and the name stayed. The earliest plantations in the park contained
over 120 rare species of trees and shrubs. By the 20th century it had been turned into botanic gardens,
with all trees getting labels with information about the place the tree came from, its name and age. Later
on, several structures were built in the Gardens: the People’s Palace for organization of various
meetings, a pavilion for brass band concerts, and a theatre (“the Green Theatre”). In 1932 the park was
reconstructed and enlarged to 20 hectares (i.e. nearly eightfold), after a design by Nikolai Astakhov.
Before WWII the garden had grown profusely and became a favorite place for outings, in spite of an
entry charge (Shuliatikova 1999).

The scientific and educational value of the park was assessed by the Leningrad Forestry Academy, as
an authority on tree species and their cultivation. On March 24, 1966, the Executive Committee of the
district soviet awarded the Gardens the status of a permanent nature memorial of local importance. The
certificate implied that nothing could be built in the area (e.g. roads or parking lots), and no trees were
to be cut down except for sanitary reasons (Pamiatnik… 2005). In 1969 the entry charge was cancelled,
and about the same time local newspapers started publishing information on the deterioration of the Salt
Gardens condition. Little money was provided by the town to support the plantations. There were no
people who would take care of the greenery. By the end of 1980s – early 90s, the park fell into decay;
everything was in decline – trees, dance-halls, the pavilions, nd a network of asphalt paths in the
Gardens.

Public opinion was suddenly alerted by the information about cutting down some trees for theneeds of a
new construction site (a café was supposed to be built there). Forty-six people signed a letter of protest
to the town newspaper Rech’, demanding answers to their angry questions: “Who allowed to build a
café in a place of historic interest?,” “Which bureaucrat has dared to allow the destruction of valuable
trees?” (Pamiatnik… 2005).

It turned out that the municipal real estate committee broke the law on nature protection when it offered
the site for sale, and the Department for the protection of historic monuments, buildings, and other
memorials, as well the Department for Architecture, also gave their permission. E. Shiriaev, head of the
real estate committee, commented on the situation in the following way: “We have not changed our
position. The Salt Gardens is a landscape, not a nature memorial. It was defined like this by the
decision of District Executive Committee, as I remember, back in 1990. The decision allows
reconstructing the building that used to be on this very spot earlier… And they [the public] recalled the
old status of the ‘nature memorial.’ It is a difficult problem, and we are going to look for an acceptable
solution. The less social activity it attracts, the sooner it will be settled. Or we’ll have to stop the
construction, and the town will lose a lot of money. We’ll have to pay the construction costs. Frankly
speaking, we never expected such an unfortunate turn of events” (Kak rasporiazhatsia… 2005). At the
same time representatives of the Cherepovets inter-district environmental prosecutor's office took an
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opposite position: “The Salt Gardens is a nature memorial; the construction of a café could be started
only after getting the official permission from the of State Committee of Ecological Monitoring [i.e.
from Rosprirodnadzor]. But that step was not taken.” (Byt’ li kafe… 2005)

The events developed as follows: the construction in the Salt Gardens was delayed by a court decision.
On December 26, 2005 the matter was taken to arbitration in a preliminary court hearing, with action
brought by the Cherepovets environmental prosecutor's office. Its staff demanded to renounce the
leasing contract between the municipal real estate committee and the entrepreneur planning the
construction of a café. Besides, people in the nature protection bodies asked the court to make
businessmen destroy all structures they had built in the Salt Gardens. Simultaneously legal action was
brought to court from the entrepreneur’s side, which demanded to annul the decision of granting the
park the status of a specially protected territory. The businessmen claimed that nowadays there is
nothing left in the park to give it the right to such an important title. It should not be forgotten that it is
this status that forbids all new construction in the park, as well as all kinds of excavations, including
those for communication cables and/ or pipes (Kalinina 2006a).

Six months later, the Vologda regional administration (Cherepovets is a town in the Vologda region)
annulled the protective status of the Gardens. Thus, permission was made legally available to have any
structures – restaurants, cafes, etc. – built in the area as if it were an ordinary town park (Pogodin
2006). Besides, a hot discussion on the poor state of the Gardens brought about another consequence: a
certain amount of money was allocated from the town budget to be spent on improvements in the park,
since now the city administration gave it the status of a Park of Culture and Recreation. The plan for
improvements envisages a number of zones within the Gardens: a zone for quiet recreation, a zone for
active recreation, children’s playground, etc. Vadim Besovskii, head of Cherepovets Environment
Protection Department in the municipal administration, believes that “the annulment of the old
protection status will help realize the plans for improvement and put the park in order.” (Pogodin 2006)

Supposedly such developments would have been favorable for the Gardens and the town, if it were not
for one circumstance. While the officials were busy discussing the status of the park in courts, the
citizens were offered to give their opinions to the newspaper “Golos Cherepovtsa.” The paper suggested
three variants for the development and improvement of the Salt Gardens:

(1) to do one’s best to preserve the park as a nature memorial and ban the construction of any
cafés;

(2) to allow for the construction of a café, because it is also intended for recreation and, as such,
cannot damage the park;

(3) divide the park into two parts. The historical part should be preserved as a nature memorial,
and the rest may be developed and used for construction of playgrounds, cafés, etc. (Kalinina 2006b)

About one hundred people responded by telephone calls within two weeks, with the first option being
approved by 74%, the second – by 5.4%, the third – by 20.6% of those who called the editor’s office
(Kalinina 2006c).

Although these figures are not representative enough, we may regard them as a manifestation of the
citizens’ opinion (in addition, there was some feedback from readers of the newspaper “Rech” who also
opposed the commercial development of the Salt Gardens). Of course, we know that despite the
citizens’ intention to save the status of the Salt Gardens as a nature memorial, the business variant won
and was launched. If we consider the situation from another angle, we will see that the conflict
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manifested itself when the real estate committee offered for sale the plot of land that thus allowed for a
new construction by an entrepreneur.

Realists will find nothing but wishful thinking on the part of public-spirited citizens, whi view the Salt
Gardens as a thing in public possession, as an important part of their town life. This uncritically
accepted ideal notion about what is “our town” was easily crushed by administrative resolve and legal
action. Essentially this is a conflict between the citizens and the officials, between the de jure right of
citizens to use, possess, and dispose of municipal property, and the de facto right of the town officials
to dispose of this property. By their action, town officials virtually performed a status reversal. While
citizens considered it to be a public thing available to everyone and possessed by every town inhabitant,
a place of historic importance, town officials de facto turned it into their common possession by making
a business deal.

Table 3. Dynamics of arrival at the regime of public use

1. Type of engagement with things 2. Status 3. Agent

Public possession De fide16 Citizens

conflict conflict

Common possession De jure
De facto

All citizens
Officials

conflict conflict

Public use De facto Citizens

However, a restricted right of property, which de facto allows citizens only the right of use, does not
influence their perception of the Gardens as a thing of public importance. A reader of Rech’ newspaper
thus reacted to the short report on the coming changes in the Salt Gardens: “My indignation knows no
limits! How could they handle our park this way! I don’t blame the entrepreneur – he was allowed to
start construction in the park. But how could the officials act this way? For the sake of pennyworth
profit they are ready to ruin everything that they got for free. Barbarians, to put it short.”(Obratnaia
sviaz’ 2005)

Cases of environment conflict and the Salt Gardens demonstrate that things in public possession contain
the largest mobilization resource. However, it turned out that this regime enjoys the lowest stability and
passes away after a very brief existence. In case of environment conflict, the public was temporarily
mobilized particularly through this regime of possession. In case of the Salt Gardens this regime did not
stand the test of reality and, having gone through the conflict with the town officials, transformed itself

16 We introduce this new Latin category, parallel to de jure and de facto, to signify what the citizens  belongs to
them as public.
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into the regime of use. People who use it now, do not only use it as a common thing: when simple users
of the park became citizens, if just for a moment, they have raised the Gardens to the status of a thing of
public concern, that is, as a place important for the Cherepovets people identity. But to no avail.
Consequently, there is no reason to assume that similar situation may not be repeated with other
significant tangible things of symbolic value, e.g. monuments, certain places in town, etc. In opposition
to the de jure world of ideal notions, in the actual world ordinary citizens do not possess the real right
of disposal of material objects that are their alleged public property.

It is only non-material “things” – common shared history of the town in its non-official version, which
everybody constructs on their own, yet together with everybody else, that remains an “untouchable”
public property of the townspeople, both in the direct and figurative sense of the word, free from “de
jure – de facto” dilemma. The Cherepovets people also use, dispose and alienate images of the town
hallmarks, which are used to help construct this unofficial history, and which the officials cannot take
away.

Conclusion: from an imagined town to a republican one

Our travels around Cherepovets are coming to an end, and it is time to draw conclusions. We have
singled out several types of shared things, which organize the life of this Russian town and its
inhabitants, as well as four regimes of use and possession of these things: things in common
use – e.g. infrastructure and utilities that bind the town together through pipes, wires, schemes;
things in common possession – e.g. an environment that requires an ever more attentive and
economical care about- its resources; things in public use – e.g. when the leisure crowd
became aware of its rights and rose to the level of public action, and things in public
possession – e.g. town hallmarks and memorial places, which serve as props and reference points
for the common unofficial history of the town and innumerable individual versions of it, sent by a
letter or email, or transferred by gossip and hearsay. In all of these categories central is the role of
common places and things that may be most important for making the town a public possession.
And its precisely these things that serve as the ground for conflict between the “tangible space” of
actual life (Rose 2003)17 and the imaginary space - i.e. the way citizens interpret the latter - for the
conflict between de facto, de jure and de fide possibilities to exercise the free right of possession.

17  Rose uses the term “tangible spa e” in contrast to such terms as “non-tangible,” “public domain,” or
“intellectual space.” In our case this notion may be contrasted with the notion of “imaginary city” as an example of a
non-tangible space.
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Collective identity
Table 4
Examples of

types of enagagement
with things No Yes

No

Common use

Communal utilities
in the city

 Public use

De facto: The Salt Gardens
and other town sights

A right
not
only

to use
but

to
dispose

of
and

to
alienate

Yes

 Common possession

Environment
De jure: all municipal
property, i.e. the whole
town and its sights,
De facto: town as a thing
belonging to officials.

 Public possession

De fide: Town hallmarks

History made and
“distributed” informally
and among the equals.

De jure all municipal property belongs of the population, which can use, abuse, and dispose of it
through the legal intermediaries, i.e. elected bodies of self-government. De facto important things
turn out to be under the control of town officials, who not always dispose of them in public
interests and can even alienate them for non-public purposes – as was shown by the example of the
Salt Gardens analyzed above. Yet because these things are connected with the formation of
collective identity, allow for a multitude to become a public, our informants de fide regarded them
as things in public possession: in their imaginary space they have full property rights, even if
“arguments for exclusive property rights are so much thinner” when one comes down from idealist
perceptions to the realities of “tangible space” (we use expressions from Rose 2003, 90).

The imaginary town space is democratic. It is accessible to everybody whose identity is being
constructed around the town of Cherepovets, and grants the full set of rights of possession over
those things that town inhabitants see as significant hallmarks needed to personify it. The majority
of such things are connected with the history of the town – these are places in its historical part and
town monuments. In the imaginary town these are things in public possession, which require
particular care and attention. These hallmarks are something that constitutes the material and
tangible foundation upon which the community of public-spirited citizens may be formed. Upon
transition into the real town, it turns out that citizens do not have rights to possess these things,
they find themselves in the regime of use, yet because this use is public in nature, these things
nevertheless remain important for them qua public, not just as they would be for a crowd of
consumers.

In real life a noticeable difference between what people can only use, and what they possess,
becomes particularly obvious. Malcolm Schofield, while commenting on Cicero’s definition of res
publica as res populi, observes that Cicero conceived affairs and interests of the people as its
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property in a metaphorical sense: “When a tyrant or a faction tramples on the proper interest of the
people, or conducts its affairs as though they were private affairs, then it is as if there is a theft of
public property.» The metaphor enables him to express an idea about rights. If the populus
possesses its own res, then it follows that it has rights over its management and use. And the
ability to exercise those rights is what political liberty consists in” (Schofield 1995, 75-6). And the
other way round, if those rights can not be enjoyed, does this mean, that it is impossible to speak
about populus? If we recall the sociological difference between “to be” and “to have,” we would
be able to say that people are what they really have and what rights they owe.

Having only rights of usage, they remain users and consumers in the actual world, governed by
law. If, however, they have the real right to dispose of and possess things that are meaningful for
them (i.e., if de facto coincides with de jure), they turn into representatives of a significant
community of the equal, not only inhabitants of the town of Cherepovets, but also public-spirited
citizens.

The case of Cherepovets demonstrates that in a present-day Russian town it is hardly possible to find
things – besides joint history and events - which people create, possess, and control together. Yet it is
precisely the emergence of such things in the history of town; and posing the question on whether the
congruence of de jure, de fide, and de facto is possible at all - all these signify that life of a usual
Russian town may harbor a potential for change. Realization of such a potential in reality, if it were
ever to become possible, would be an obligatory point of passage to the qualitatively new state of things
–   town as res publica.

Appendix

I.  Interviews quoted in the text:

Resp. 1 (recorded: July 31, 2005). F., b. 1929, in Cherepovets since 1994. H. Ed.
Resp. 2 (recorded: Aug. 19, 2005). ., b. 1981. H. Ed. (non-completed). Operator in the steel-

rolling shop (Severstal’).
Resp. 3 (recorded: Sept. 12, 2005). F., b. 1978 in Cherepovets. H. Ed. (metallurgy and

economics). Operator of the department of technical control (Severstal’).
Resp. 4 (recorded: Sept. 26, 2005). F., b. 1935. H. Ed. Worked on Ammofos. Now a pensioner.
Resp. 5 (recorded: Oct. 23, 2005). F., b. approx. 1957. H. Ed. Technologist (Severstal’).
Resp. 8 (recorded: Oct. 28, 2005). F., b. 1950. S. Ed. Foreman at “Severstal’,” retired in summer

2005.
Resp. 9 (recorded: Oct. 30, 2005). F., b. 1956, in Cherepovets. S. Ed. (teacher’s training). Worked

in the kindergarten, later as a cleaner.
Resp. 10 (recorded: Oct. 30, 2005). ., b. 1950. In Cherepovets since 1967-68. H. Ed. Foreman

(Severstal’).
Resp. 10 (recorded: Nov. 1, 2005, co-interviewer: E. Popova). . Principal ecologist (Severstal’),

deputy of the regional council.
Resp. 12 (recorded: Nov. 1, 2005). M., 1955. S. Ed. (specialized). Works at Severstal’.
Resp. 13 (recorded: Nov. 4, 2005). F., b. 1984. In Cherepovets since the beginning of 1990s.

Student of Cherepovets State University.
Resp. 15 (recorded: Nov. 9, 2005). F., b. 1977, in Cherepovets. H. Ed. Economist (Severstal’).
Resp. 20 (recorded: Nov. 12, 2005). ., b. 1979, in Cherepovets. H. Ed. Engineer, responsible for

work with the youth (Severstal’).
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Resp. 21 (recorded: Nov. 13, 2005). ., b. 1962, in Cherepovets. H. Ed. Head of the technical
services first. Amateur musician.

Resp. 24 (recorded: Dec. 18, 2005). F., b. 1957. S. Ed. Now a night guard.
Resp. 26 (recorded: Dec. 22 and 26, 2005). ., b. 1956, in Cherepovets. H. Ed. (non-completed).

Ceramist, works in the Museum association.
Resp. 27 (recorded: Dec. 23, 2005). ., b. 1956 in Cherepovets. S. Ed. (specialized). Works at

Severstal’.
Resp. 23 (recorded: Dec. 16 and 21, 2005). F., b. 1977. S. Ed. (specialized). Nurse.
Resp. 28 (recorded: June 23, 2005). F., b. 1981, in Cherepovets. H. Ed. (non-completed).

Administrator.

II. Materials from the archive of Severstal’ museum. Interviews with veteran workers recorded for
the 50th anniversary of the railway shop (2004). (Biographical data is not always available.)

Arch_1. ., b. 1938. In Cherepovets and Severstal’ since 1955. Started as an assistant at the
railway station, before retirement – head of management of railway transport.

Arch_3 F., born in Cherepovets, works at Severstal’ since 1955. Secretary of the railway shop.
Arch_4 M. At Severstal’ since the end of 1950s. Worked as a head of the station, head of the

transportation service (1961-1966), deputy head of the technical department (1992-1994).
Arch_6 . At Severstal’ since 1960. Driver, instructor.

Abbreviations used in interview notes:

Arch. – Archive of the Severstal’ museum.
Resp. – respondent in an interview done by the author
M – male
F – female
H. Ed. – higher education (equivalent to college/ university)
S. Ed. – secondary education (equivalent to a school certificate)
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